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Building high performing technical teams

What and Who?
This e-guide relates to team performance and leadership and is specially written for people who lead
or aspire to lead technical or technically-orientated groups within scientific, engineering or
manufacturing organisations.

Content Snapshot
It presents practical tips, tools and insights to help build or sustain high performing technical teams;
addressing performance and value, organisational impact and leadership. It includes:
 Technical talent: assets & challenges
 Team dynamics & culture conflict

 Understanding performance & value
 Leadership & technical teams

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Hurray For Our Technical Talent
Thanks to our scientists, engineers and technologists inventing, researching, designing, developing,
manufacturing, supporting, consulting, educating we have a

KNOWLEDGE ENGINE that brings us
3D printed artificial limbs improving accessibility
Seed technology addressing global agricultural challenges
Mobile phones connecting disparate global communities
Internet of Things enabling independence in old age
Recognising this contribution and value to the economy and society; supporting individuals and
nurturing teams is not some ‘touchy feely’ initiative to tick a few boxes. It is an imperative.

What is Special about Scientists, Engineers and Technical Teams?
Many writers were already referring to our business and technology environment as VUCA (VolatileUncertain-Complex-Ambiguous). Then 2020 arrived bringing rapid social global change. Everyone
affected in different ways. For organisations change and complexity is definitely the new norm.
From a business perspective, repeatability, predictability and basing future decisions solely on past
results doesn’t work today. Constant adaptation, evolution and innovation at all levels are a fact of
life. And for certain disciplines this can be challenging and uncomfortable. From the perspective of
scientists and engineers, the response to this dynamic environment is... welcome to our world!
Scientists and engineers, individually or as team members, are often expected to be chameleon-like;
solving problems one minute, being part of a cross-organisational project the next. Working to their
‘home’ team rules in the morning, satisfying what matters to a client in the afternoon. Being
expected to act as an expert and problem-solver; mentoring those just starting out; reporting at
board-level on projects and progress. This variety in working scenarios, relationships and
expectations brings with it many assets... and challenges too.
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The four key assets and challenges are as follows:

Why do special characteristics which are major organisational assets also act as challenges to achieving
high performance? What can we do to support our technical talent and build high performing teams?

Assets and Challenges. So What?!
High-skills individuals: Research by the ESRC reiterates the importance of high and
intermediate level skills to innovation and productivity globally. But does the presence of
these skilled individuals automatically equal high productivity and innovation? Not if skills
are underutilised leading to boredom and feeling undervalued
Skills developed and utilised increase productivity, quality and engagement
Intra & inter organisation: Picture an organisation as an ecosystem with its own culture
and systems. People influence and are influenced by this environment. What happens
when individuals from different teams or different organisations work together? Culture
clash can bring misunderstanding and disrupt team dynamics.
Cross-group and inter-disciplinary working create opportunities along supply and value chains
Multifunctional groups: Different approaches and knowledge matter to different
disciplines and functions. What happens if there is no mutual respect or appreciation of the
experience of others? Not seeing beyond a personal bubble and appreciating the
perspectives and ideas of others stifles creativity, innovation and collaboration.
Variety of experience, knowledge and world view support innovation and encourage respect
Reach beyond technical: Exposure to a variety of working scenarios and encouraging nontechnical skills development is a recipe for value creation when combined with the
appropriate support. Unchecked, balancing technical priorities with increasing commercial
and people-related demands can lead to conflicted priorities and poor performance.
Supported skills development beyond technical discipline brings real impact, value and progress

Recognising these assets and challenges enable you to create value through your technical talent
and build high performing technical teams. But what do I mean by value and performance?
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Performance in Perspective
Please take a moment to think about the following three questions...
How valuable is your technical talent?
Does the organisation value technical talent?
Do your technical team members value themselves and each other?

Why questions about value? It is fair to say that, in organisational and team settings, value and
performance are linked. There may not always be an explicit connection but at individual, team and
organisation levels it is happening every day.
 We value our fellow team members based on how well they perform
 Teams’ results collected together show how the organisation has performed
 Organisational results indicate performance and influence market and shareholder value alike
Therefore, to build a high performing technical team, understanding, creating and sustaining value in
team, organisational and individual contexts are pivotal.
By appreciating links between value and performance you are able to understand and cohesively
measure what matters and is meaningful from commercial and human perspectives. Instead of
measuring what is misaligned and misinformed and fuelling the fires of mistrust.
Members of cross-organisational and cross-functional teams have different organisational contexts
and interpretations of value. People who feel undervalued or do not see their value will not truly
come together to form any kind of team. Teams that are undervalued or misunderstood can try as
hard as they like but the view of their results will always be tainted. Perception is a powerful thing.
How do you achieve commonality of value and create high performing technical teams (HPTTs)?

Nurturing High Performing Talent and Teams
Creating commonality of value is a particular challenge for scientists and engineers due to the
variety of team scenarios and dynamics they encounter. ‘Home’ teams versus short-term
troubleshooting teams versus cross-organisational collaborations versus project teams; the list goes
on. There are, however, several common elements found in high performing teams which in
combination address the ‘value’ challenge.
Leadership: not based on labels or status
Skills: fully utilised and developed
Purpose: understood and shared
Roles: identified and evolving
Trust: valued and nurtured
Successfully investing in technical talent and building high performing technical teams takes all the
above into account because they are interlinked and powerfully influence each other. To do this
requires a holistic, integrated thinking approach.
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Technical Team Development
As is often the case, where to begin can be the most perplexing. The value-based team
development model shown in Figure 1 is designed to help with thought processes, allow several
interconnected elements to be put in perspective and to get the ball rolling with your HPTT mission.

The Model Elements
Why? Purpose
Shared objectives don’t appear by magic.
Crafting common purpose for teams and
individuals is essential to achieving high
performance. Lack of purpose encourages
complacency; lets egos get in the way.
Purpose is where to start.

Who? Roles
Knowing why you are part of a team and how
you contribute to its success is a powerful
thing. Being seen as a whole person whose
skills add value encourages the ‘extra mile’
organisations desire.

Figure 1

How? Practices
Many teams and organisations work and behave in ways that conflict with what they are
trying to achieve. This situation is frustrating for those trying to innovate and make things
happen, reduces productivity and discourages creativity. Relevant and meaningful team
practices encourage respect and support high performance.
Enabling scientists and engineers to work in diverse scenarios and groups, the value-based model:
 Increases opportunities and reduces culture clash
 Utilises and develops skills and facilitates learning
 Encourages mutual respect and enables innovation
 Strengthen existing relationships
 Improves communication and builds trust
This is because...
Value Connection

Enables

+

Utilisation of skills

Purpose
Roles
Practices

Roles

+ Practices
+

Purpose
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Innovation
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Real life dictates that it is not possible to deal with teams in isolation from their organisations
because of the impact they have on building HPTTs.

Organisations: Friend or foe?
Obviously, organisations only exist thanks to people. Like any community they form a unique
ecosystem which must evolve and change to stay relevant and dynamic. The pace at which this
takes place may not reflect the needs of or insights from the technical teams working with or within
them. This is especially true when considering the technology-on-steroids era we are living in plus
the unpredictability created by the 2020 pandemic. Consequently, and by the nature of their work,
scientists and engineers are constantly required to push forward, re-evaluate and adapt, often in
spite of their organisation.
As part of most work ecosystems everyone has an organisational, team and personal dimension.
Having them in synch is more conducive to high performance. Not factoring in the organisational
dimension means efforts to build HPTTs may be wasted or, at worst, have a negative impact.
Imagine a joint venture between an entrepreneurial start-up, a commodity manufacturing
multinational with a lean philosophy and a bureaucratic public sector partner. Each wants to
work together but each brings their personal and organisational set of baggage.
Picture a contract laboratory where individuals are measured by fees earned; driving internal
competition not necessarily collaboration. Picture them working with a not-for-profit charity
to deliver an educational contract. Conflicting individual and team objectives are inevitable.

Consider again the previous scenarios; cultures
plus systems contributing to various individual
beliefs; beliefs that influence a variety of
behaviours and vice versa. A complex mix that
may result in poor team performance for many
reasons...

entrepreneurial versus bureaucratic
personal risk versus job security
team versus organisation
private versus public
profit versus cause

Interior Perspective

Exterior Perspective

Individual
Perspective

To understand this further and help apply it to
often complex real situations let us look at the
4-quadrant model described by Frederic Laloux
in his book Reinventing Organisations and
reproduced in Figure 2.

People’s
Beliefs

People’s
Behaviour

Collective
Perspective

What sort of teams would these make? What would they value?
How would they perform?

Organisational
Culture

Organisational
Systems

Reproduced from Frederic Laloux’s Reinventing Organisations

Figure 2

What factors may be influencing
your team today?
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Understanding more about the influence and impact organisations have on your teams allows you to
translate the output of team purpose, roles and practices into language and measures which can be
re-interpreted to demonstrate organisational value.
Taking a value-based approach for ‘home’ technical teams, cross-organisation collaborations or
project-based groups is a healthy, strategic, purposeful activity; even if relationships are already
strong. It improves communication and builds trust and mutual respect at all levels.

Assets and Challenges: Bringing It Together
Creating commonality within any technical team; recognising the interplay between culture,
systems, beliefs and behaviours improves our chances of building and sustaining HPTTs.
Whatever the technical team composition
or dynamics...
Purpose
Increases opportunities and
reduces culture clash
Roles
Utilise and develop high-skills
individuals increasing
productivity and learning
Practices

Encourage mutual respect
and enable innovation
Figure 3
How does this impact on leadership?

Leadership and Technical Teams
Leading technical teams is not about status and hierarchy. Leadership is not defined by charts and
job titles. The varying demands and dynamics experienced by technical team members combined
with their skills and talents require a fresh leadership perspective; a leadership mindset.
The answers lie in...
 A practical, accessible frame of reference to describe leadership
 Acting as a sounding board and not over-relying on ‘boss’ label
 Using the value-based model for building and sustaining HPTTs
 Creating team learning opportunities beyond role and tech skills
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The Creative Enabler
Following years of hands-on experience developing teams, working as and with technical
professionals plus complementary research, it became apparent to me that there were two areas
common to leadership and technical team success.
Open-mindedness
People-orientation
High performing technical teams are built
and sustained by those who are curious
and ready to listen and learn; who
recognise the value of others and respect
differences; who want to add value and
help others succeed. The Creative Enabler.
Figure 4 shows the relationship between
people-orientation and open-mindedness.

Figure 4

Everyone As Leader
Implicitly or explicitly, everyone in a technical team takes on the mantle of leadership at different
times; provider of specialist knowledge; project lead; heading an industry forum and much more.
Consequently, they are in the position to positively influence performance far and wide.
Encouraging and supporting everyone to take the Creative Enabler view in the varying situations
they encounter will help them deliver high performance through a value-based approach whatever
the team scenario. Bringing opportunities to learn, to evolve and extend high-skills and experience.

Leadership Development
To become and remain a Creative Enable; develop and sustain HPTTs requires investment in your
own development as well as others. The assets and challenges presented by technical groups with
all their variety and talent require a value-based approach to development. It needs to be:






aligned to organisation, team and individual objectives
incorporate on-the-job and complementary training and mentoring
encourage personal development beyond role responsibilities
put into a real-world context and demonstrate why it adds value
be tailored, results-orientated and encourage learning beyond tech

The Diamond Effect® is my approach to learning and development specially designed for scientists and
engineers and those leading technical teams. It is a philosophy which, when applied, supports, nurtures
and develops Creative Enablers and provides a value-based route to achieving high team performance.
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Different Tomorrow?
Professional scientists, engineers
and technologists recognise that
developing technical knowledge and
expertise takes time and an amount
of effort. It does not miraculously
happen overnight. Building and
sustaining high performing technical
teams is no different.
Day-to-day challenges, balancing
resources, business complexity and
organisational pressures are facts of
life. It can be easy to use them as
excuses not to change. In reality, it
can often be our reluctance to
change; our fear of doing something
different which is causing or
compounding our problems.
High performing technical teams
are real assets; under-performing
ones are a waste of talent and
resources. Which one is yours?

Five Top Tips

Be proactive and take the initiative on
developing team performance. Don’t wait for
directives or disasters.

Consider individual, team and organisational
perspectives holistically. All are connected and
impact on each other.

Don’t change everything at once. Start by
looking at ‘purpose’. Be open with the team, get
them involved, leave your ‘boss’ hat behind and
craft purpose together.

Invest in leadership mastery as you would any
technical discipline. Creative Enablers are always
developing skills. They are lifelong learners.

Learning and applying knowledge are
important to scientists and engineers. Create a
culture that supports it both on the job and with
appropriate professional support.
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A Bit About Me
When I’m not writing e-guides I’m an independent Career Developer and lifelong learning
champion. My approach to career development is called Innovating Your Career. I’m proud to
have assisted thousands of people at varying career stages invest in their professional
development and career progression. Helping them to move forward with purpose and vision.
I’m also on a mission is to help STEM talent around the world appreciate and develop their broad-ranging skills
and expertise. The world is ever-evolving; we must be too.
Stepping back in time... after completing a PhD in chemistry, my adventure began in manufacturing where I
worked as an industrial chemist. Having been bitten by the business bug I moved into commercial and business
roles; reaching executive level. I got bored and frustrated with corporate life and decided to use my product,
business and people development combo to start my own positive wave. That’s when the fun really began!
I can happily say that I have pivoted my way from boilersuit to boardroom and beyond.

Website & Blog:
Twitter:
Instagram:
LinkedIn:
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@elainehickmott
@Innovating Your Career
linkedin.com/in/elainehickmott
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